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The goal of SEO audit
The success of website promotion in the search engines depends on two
most important factors: the inner site condition and its link popularity.
Also, a lot depends on the SEO strategy. To be highly ranked in the search
engines and to attract target audience to the website the website should
correspond to requirements of the search engines.

The task of SEO audit
The task of the audit was to identify all the omissions that can be a barrier
for the promotion of your site in the search engines. The results of SEO audit
was a set of recommendations for the website improvement.
After all the recommendations have been implemented the website will be
more user-friendly and will have higher potential to attract more target traffic
and get completely optimized in accordance with the search engines
requirements.
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About the 4for4 project
4for4.com Fantasy Football is an online premium subscription service that gives their subscribers a competitive advantage
and increases their enjoyment and success in the fantasy football hobby.
As a leading web-based fantasy football research, analysis and information site, 4for4 provide accurate rankings, insightful
analysis and state of the art decision support tools for the singular purpose of enabling their subscribers to improve in
their fantasy football endeavors.
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What was covered in the audit:
Stage 1 - Current state of the project:
1. Analysis of current site performance
1.1 Current traffic and conversion rate
1.2 Organic search performance
1.3 Search organic traffic keywords & positions by keywords
1.4 Browser & OS, Mobile vs. Desktop users
1.4.1 Advices on mobile version of the website
1.5 Most visited pages & Bounce rate
1.6 New vs. Returning visitors

2. Analysis of the primary indicators
2.1 The number of indexed pages in Google.com search engine
2.2 Search Engine Credibility
2.3 External factors (backlinks)
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What was covered in the audit:
Stage 2 - Keywords selection and HTML Markup recommendations
1. HTML markup optimization
1.1 Head Title Tag
1.2 Meta Description
1.3 H Heading Tags
1.4 Meta Keywords
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What was covered in the audit:
Stage 3 - Technical audit of the project
1. Analysis of redirects - www. / Not www, 301, 302
2. Site accessibility
2.1 Robots.txt
2.2 Robots Meta Tags
2.3 HTTP Status Codes
2.4 XML Sitemap
2.5 Site Performance

3. On-Page Ranking Factors
3.1 URLs
3.2 The analysis of duplicates
3.3 Content duplicates
3.4 Fighting with content copying by means of Google+
3.5 Images
3.6 Analysis of broken links
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What was covered in the audit:
Stage 4 - Setting up correct analytic and tracking tools
1. Advice on Google Webmaster Tools set up
2. Google Analytics goals tracking
3. Recommendations on “Thank you pages”

Stage 5 - Off-page factors and usability audit
1. Off-page ranking factors
2. Usability audit
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Some of the core issues solved:
Issue: Indexation problems because of URL-based and content based duplicates: http://www.4for4.com/index.php
and http://4for4.com/index.php
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Solution:
Setting correct server responce codes
and “ungluing” the pages rewriting the content
and installing Google Authorship mark-up,
as a result site's indexability and visibility
in the search engines increased
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Issue:

Absence of thought-through semantic core of the site, titles and content are duplicated
internally and were composed in no accordance with SEO goals.

Solution:

The list of keywords relevant to each important site category and page has been
developed and approved with the site owner; unique title and description tags
have been created for each page.
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Issue:

The site had suspicious backlink profile that could potentially put at risk the project's performance
on Google SERPs, the anchor texts and the number of site-wide links for the project was alarming.

Solution:

New link building strategy was developed and the list of links to keep away from
was drafted, some recommendations on the use of Google Disavow tool were created.
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Conclusion
As a result of consequent solutions, focused on 4for4 website optimization, the major brakes on its SEO
performance were eliminated. The list of the most relevant queries was generated; the internal and external
balanced optimization strategies were developed. Besides, the semantic core must be continuously expanded
and reworked during the whole period of the project's life-cycle.
The screen shots below show organic traffic growth as our recommendations have been implemented and
the organic traffic comparison with the previous year to eliminate the possibilities that seasonal traffic
fluctuations might have brought all the positive changes.
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In summary, the tasks set at
the beginning of the promotion
were successfully completed.
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What the client thinks about it?
Honestly, your service was above
my expectations! I definitely feel I got
my money's worth.

Josh Moore
www.4for4.com
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